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CABINET APPROVES DELHI-GHAZIABAD-MEERUT
CORRIDOR OF RRTS

Relevant for: Indian Society | Topic: Urbanization, their problems and their remedies incl. Migration & Smart
Cities

Cabinet

Cabinet approves Delhi-Ghaziabad-Meerut Corridor of
RRTS

Posted On: 19 FEB 2019 8:55PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet has approved the following proposal:

Construction of Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS) covering a distance of 82.15 kms.
(68.03 kms. elevated and 14.12 km. underground) at a total completion cost of Rs. 30,274
crores;

1.

 

Central financial assistance of Rs. 5,634 crores in the form of grant and sub-ordinate debt;2.
 

Institutional arrangement and legal framework for the project. And3.
 

Conditions of sanction of the project.4.
Salient features:

The RRTS is a first-of-its-kind, rail-based, high-speed regional transit system to be implemented
in India. Once operational, it will be the fastest, most comfortable and safest mode of commuter
transport in the National Capital Region (NCR). The project involves integration with other urban
transport systems in an efficient and effective manner which is possible only by adopting
innovative methods of designing, technology and institutional management.

 

The RRTS aims to streamline the urban transportation system, which is stressed due to
intensive developments, and increase in the number of private vehicles, thus putting stress on
travel infrastructure and industrial activities, and by providing the people a safe, secure, reliable,
fast and comfortable public transport.

 

The project is meant to ensure ‘Universal Access’ by being sensitive to the needs of women,
children and vulnerable sections of the society. Safe, secure and comfortable public transport is
not only critical for increasing attractiveness of public transport, but also to encourage greater
mobility and participation of vulnerable and marginalized sections of the society to promote
equity and inclusive development.
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The project is proposed to be undertaken by a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) namely the
National Capital Region Transport Corporation (NCRTC) as a joint ownership of the Centre and
State Governments with equal contribution, loan from multilateral/bilateral agency through the
Department of Economic Affairs (DEA)/Ministry of Finance (MoF) by generally following
wherever necessary, various formalities, CVC guidelines and DPE guidelines as necessary for
strengthening corporate governance, ensuring transparency and accountability by increased
participation by all stakeholders and by putting relevant information in public domain on the
website etc.

 

Benefits:

Implementation of the RRTS would provide much-needed additional public transport
infrastructure to National Capital Region to address issues of congestion, air-pollution and
catalyse balanced and sustainable regional development.

AKT/SH
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OPINION
Relevant for: Indian Society | Topic: Urbanization, their problems and their remedies incl. Migration & Smart

Cities

Delhi is gridlocked not just by its ever-expanding fleet of cars. Here, mobility is also a victim of
too many authorities.

Be it waterlogged streets, diversion of traffic, maintenance of pavements and roads, streamlining
para-transit transport or improving last-mile connectivity, fixing accountability has never been
simple in the national capital.

Multiple agencies — the municipalities, the Delhi government and the ministries of the Union
government — control and manage roads, pedestrian facilities, different modes of transport,
traffic management, street lights, parking and numerous regulatory functions.

For perspective: In the multi-agency consultation on decongesting Delhi that followed Hindustan
Times’ ‘Unclog Delhi’ campaign in 2014, the then minister of urban affairs, Venkaiah Naidu, got
all stakeholders on board. There were 19 agencies on the panel.

To remedy this, the same high-powered panel recommended that the Delhi Urban Mass Transit
Authority (DUMTA) be formed to effectively plan, manage and monitor operations and
integration of transportation and traffic management in the city. For setting this up, the panel set
a two-year timeline.

Even earlier, the National Transport Policy suggested setting up of a Unified Transport Authority
for Delhi.

In 2010, Sheila Dikshit’s cabinet cleared the proposal but it got stuck in administrative tangles.

In 2015, the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) put it on its 70-point election agenda. But it seems, for
now, all plans for ending multiplicity of authorities have been subsumed into the party’s larger
demand for full statehood.

Without resolving the sticky issue of statehood, Delhi cannot get traffic police, the Delhi
Development Authority (DDA), the five municipal agencies in the city, the Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation (DMRC) and the Delhi government agencies to report to the same boss, or even
ensure a single source of funding for them.

But as the director of city planning at Transport for London (TfL), Alex Williams said, change
need not happen overnight. “You don’t need to integrate all agencies at one go. You pick up
five, merge them into one unit and see how it goes,” said Williams, who was in the capital last
week for a consultation on the city’s next master plan.

“But you need to get the most powerful decision-maker to take the lead. In London’s case, it was
the prime minister,” Williams said.

Set up in 2000 under the mayor of London, TfL — which had started out more like a consortium
— manages all modes of public transport, including the Tube (Metro), buses, rail, trams, river
services, intercity coaches, taxis and private hires, and cycles. It also looks after London’s road
network, traffic lights, and regulates congestion charges and low-emission zones.
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“At least 40% of passengers are using our buses for free. But, we have an integrated-first policy
under which we cross-subsidise. This means, the profits earned from our Tube service are used
to run the buses,” Williams said.

TfL ensures multi-modal interchange options between the bus, the Tube and other rail services
and is now working the recently launched “Walking Action Plan” into all mobility initiatives.

It provides replacement bus service in case of a Tube shutdown. Its congestion tax to
discourage private vehicles from entering its central district is effective even after 16 years
because London provides a well-integrated web of public transport for those who have chucked
their cars.

As long as the issue of institutional integration remains a political hot potato, an umbrella
organisation with jurisdictional powers and legal backing such as TfL will elude Delhi. But that
should not stop the Centre and the state to agree on setting up a working group for coordination
among agencies on key mobility issues. They could also get independent experts on board.

At the same time, there is a case for empowering bodies such as the Unified Urban Traffic and
Transportation Infrastructure Planning Cell, set up in 2008, “to evaluate and approve projects,
form policy, especially regarding land use and transport integration and act as the repository of
knowledge on traffic and transportation”, a report by the Union ministry of housing and urban
affairs stated.

Also, building in-house capacity will only help. As the Decongesting Delhi report pointed out,
right now, the agencies dealing with transportation are focused more on administrative issues.

For technical issues, they depend on consultants and do not even have the expertise to evaluate
the reports and plans prepared by these private entities. Ensuring urban mobility takes more
than just civil engineering and patchwork in silos.

To meet its many challenges, Delhi must tap diverse expertise while streamlining the command
structure.

First Published: Feb 25, 2019 00:34 IST
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DE-ODOURISING SEWAGE
Relevant for: Indian Society | Topic: Urbanization, their problems and their remedies incl. Migration & Smart

Cities

The World Bank estimates that more than a fifth of all communicable diseases in India (21%) are
caused by contaminated water. It attributes one in ten deaths in India to diseases or infections
directly or indirectly transmitted through water. Over 500 children die every day in India due to
diarrhoeal diseases.

Now, add nitrogen pollution to the list. According to a study by the Indian Nitrogen Group, a task
force of scientists tracking the issue, the amount of reactive nitrogen in a bulk of the water
bodies in India is already twice the limit prescribed by WHO. Nitrogen pollution from untreated
sewage, the study found, now outstrips nitrogen pollution from the Indian farmer’s urea
addiction.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has managed to make toilets top of the mind in our country, with
his Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. Toilets are being built in mission mode and there is enough
anecdotal evidence to suggest that there has been a measurable reduction in the number of
people defecating in the open, which stood at over 500 million — or half the population — a few
years ago.

Ironically, India’s latest, largest and most significantly scaled attempt at cleanliness — the
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan — is likely to add to this problem.

Under the mission, in the past four years alone, over nine crore toilets have been constructed.
Of these, only 60 lakh are in urban areas, where one assumes they are connected to some sort
of sewage system (even this assumption is a stretch. A study done by the Centre for Science
and Environment in 30 cities in Uttar Pradesh found that only 28% of toilets in these cities were
connected to a sewage system). The rest will be generating fecal sludge, sewage and septage
which has no place to go.

Which means that that too will simply get dumped, polluting land, surface and ground water and
killing our rivers and ponds. According to the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB), 63% of
urban sewage flowing into rivers is untreated. The CPCB’s website admits that the gap between
sewage generated in urban areas (all Class 1 and Class 2 towns) and capacity for treating that
is over 78%.

Besides, the numbers are a bit dodgy. Up to a third of the installed sewage treatment capacity is
fully or partly dysfunctional. Even where the plants are working, many are not working at full
capacity, because the infrastructure needed to feed the raw sewage into the treatment plant — a
network of drains, sewers and pumping stations — is inadequate or incomplete.

All this, one would have presumed, prodded policymakers and governments into action. Just like
the nation is building toilets in mission mode, one would have thought civic administrations
would be building drains and sewers and treatment plants with the same zeal.

One would have presumed wrong. Even though it is arguably one of the major health hazards
faced by the people — in cities, in particular — sewage and human waste is simply not on the
agenda. Here’s a telling statistic to illustrate my point — of the 99 cities in the ‘Smart Cities’
mission, which are collectively spending 2 lakh crore over five years (from 2015), only 2.4% of
the money is going to be spent on waste management. Even storm water drainage (which only
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removes short-term excess water during heavy downpours and doesn’t really add to waste
management) gets a higher share of 2.5%!

Of course, other schemes like the Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation
(AMRUT) also fund such schemes. AMRUT covers a much larger spread — 500 so-called
‘mission cities’ across the country. Of these, only 217 pitched for a sewage treatment plant as an
AMRUT project. Of these, in the last four years, only four have been completed, according to a
reply filed in the Lok Sabha.

Even these numbers are misleading. Of the 212 schemes, as many as 189 are accounted for by
just Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Gujarat. Only six other
States have one or more projects under way. The rest have no plans.

This, despite the fact that water is increasingly becoming the biggest challenge faced by most
Indian cities today. According to NITI Aayog’s composite water management index report
released last year, 75% of households do not have access to drinking water on premises, 70%
households lack piped water (potable or otherwise) and as many as 20 cities will effectively use
up all available water resources by 2020!

Sewage and waste need to come centrestage in our policy debates. Elections may be fought on
‘bijli, sadak, paani’ (power, roads, water) but no election is fought over naali (drain). Unless that
happens, we run the real risk of eventually either choking or being poisoned by our own waste.

R. Srinivasan is Editor, The Hindu BusinessLine

Please enter a valid email address.

India could find it difficult to maintain a ‘balancing’ approach between different West Asian
powers
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IN GOOD FAITH: GANDHI AND THE VARNA QUESTION
Relevant for: Indian Society | Topic: Structure of Indian Society incl. Caste system

© 2019 The Indian Express Ltd.
All Rights Reserved

The writer taught philosophy at St. Stephen’s College, Delhi University.

Gandhi, to this day, remains an enigma. While millions across the world revere him as a saint,
there are countless others only too willing to condemn him as a racist and casteist. The truth is
that Gandhi was an ordinary mortal, with failings and weaknesses, extraordinary only in his
determination to lead and profess an ethical life.

In recent times, there has arisen a tendency among the crypto-bourgeoisie, led by the Booker
Prize-winning Arundhathi Roy, to portray the great pacifist-anarchist thinker Gandhi as a racist
and a proponent of the varnashrama system. J H Stone’s article, ‘M K Gandhi: Some
Experiments With Truth’, which appeared in the Journal of South African Studies in 1990,
heralded the crypto bourgeoisie’s desire to present itself on the side of the suffering masses by
presenting Gandhi as racist and an anti-Dalit.

To begin with, one must admit that the seeming contradictions in his own writings spanning over
60 years have contributed in no small measure to making Gandhi the mystery that he is. Within
his voluminous works, the Gandhi worshipper and the Gandhi baiter will both find enough
evidence to cherry-pick a defence for either stand. The problem is that the average reader who
neither has the time nor inclination to sift through Gandhi’s sayings in its entirety, begins to
believe the half-truths. For instance, the crypto bourgeoisie would refer to Gandhi’s letter of 1908
in South Africa to drive home the point that he was an out-and-out racist. It is true that in the
early part of his life in South Africa, Gandhi did display racist tendencies. But what these writers
will not disclose is that such sentiments find no echo in any of his writings after 1909. These
apparent contradictions were not the product of a confused mind, as some would have us
believe. Gandhi’s ideas were constantly evolving. He was only too willing to embrace new ideas
and give up old ones when confronted with evidence in support of the former.

More complex, however, is Gandhi’s propagation of the varnashrama system. In his personal
life, he never practised varna dharma and his ashrams were totally free of varna dharma. His
political utopia, Swaraj, was also devoid of religion and caste. At the same, time he constantly
used the expression varnashrama dharma in his writings and took pains to defend it.
Nevertheless, the varnashrama dharma he defended was not a hierarchical one as propagated
by the Bhagavad Gita or the Manusmriti. Gandhi constructed a non-hierarchical varna system
and tried to sell it to the Hindus, albeit unsuccessfully. This non- hierarchical varna system was
based on the principle “Let us not want to be what everyone else cannot be”, which he had
adopted from the Bhagavad Gita. According to him, this principle was the epitome of Anashakti
yoga. He believed that one should not aspire for a profession but do what one was ordained to
do according to a tradition into which one was born.

These seeming contradictions between what he practised and what he purportedly preached
make it difficult to defend Gandhi from the onslaughts of the crypto bourgeoisie. Why did Gandhi
say what he did, when he did not practice it within his own ashram?

Gandhi believed in using the vocabulary of his lineage to make himself intelligible to the masses.
He rejected the vocabulary of the European Enlightenment as being alien to the people. There
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was also another reason why he chose his parental Vaishnava vocabulary to deal with the
varnashrama system. He was extremely conscious of the ills that plagued the Hindu vocabulary
and according to him, only an internal reformation could remove these ills. In a letter to his
missionary friend C F Andrews, he had argued that Vaishnava vocabulary was saturated with
violence/adharma and his mission was to take away that venom. So, while it was easy for him to
establish that untouchability had no “scriptural” sanction, with the Gita and other “scriptures”
seemingly supporting varnashrama, Gandhi’s task in this regard was more onerous.

Therefore, Gandhi tried to interpret the varnashrama system from a non-hierarchical point of
view, without rejecting it in the manner he had rejected untouchability. He also argued that while
the shastras ordained one to eke out a living only by doing one’s own hereditary profession,
there was nothing in the shastras that prohibited one from doing any other job, provided it was
done without any remuneration. For instance, a non-brahman could function as a priest as long
as he did not take any dakshina and brahmans could perform the functions of a sudra in the
same way. But by 1933, Gandhi was ready to accept that it was not birth alone that determined
a person’s varna. He urged people to listen to these words of Yudhishthira in the ‘Vanaparva’ of
the Mahabharata: “Truth, charity, forgiveness, good conduct, gentleness, austerity and mercy,
where these are seen, O King of the Serpents, there is a Brahmin. If these marks exist in a
Shudra and are not in a Dvija, the Shudra is not a Shudra, nor the Brahmin a Brahmin.” Gandhi
then goes on to say “These and numerous other verses from the Shastras unmistakably show
that mere birth counts for nothing. A person must show corresponding works and character to
establish his claim by birth.”

It is true that Gandhi never rejected the varnashrama dharma. Social reformers like Narayana
Guru had rejected the idea of varnashrama dharma while working within the advaitic paradigm.
Gandhi, on the other hand, changed it to a Dalit-friendly concept. This is all that any great,
intellectually sophisticated social reformer could aspire to do from within his chosen vocabulary.
We have to stop seeing Gandhi from the alien vocabulary of the European Enlightenment, which
he had himself rejected and try to understand him through his own chosen vaishnava
vocabulary.

Download the Indian Express apps for iPhone, iPad or Android

© 2019 The Indian Express Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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RE-IMAGINING DELHI
Relevant for: Indian Society | Topic: Urbanization, their problems and their remedies incl. Migration & Smart

Cities

Notwithstanding the importance of the rural sector, it is the cities and towns, where citizens’ daily
travails in terms of pani, bijli, sadak, housing, schooling, healthcare and sanitation play out, that
extensively impact the public’s perception of a government’s performance. While the annual
inundation of cities, daily loss of lives on roads, and frequent infernos highlight dysfunctional
civic and municipal governance, the failure to create zones, which results in thickets of illegal
buildings and structures, as revealed in the ‘sealing’ overdrive in Delhi, shows how the rot runs
deep.

Urban problems are not urban in isolation; they are national problems. Cities are in need of duly
empowered municipalities and institutional systems and processes for closely coordinated and
accountable agencies that can deliver in areas such as sanitation, health, education, mobility
and housing.

With a plethora of elected and other agencies, the governance structure for Delhi is in need of a
drastic remake. In addition to 272 councillors in three municipalities, 70 MLAs, and seven MPs,
there is the New Delhi Municipal Council for the cloistered Lutyens’ zone, and the Cantonment
Board, not to talk of the Union government controlling land and policing. Too many intervening
institutions, often with overlapping jurisdictions and sometimes contradictory goals, make for
suboptimal outcomes.

The mega-scale migration is Delhi’s special challenge. Migration has steadily risen over the
decades. With people pouring into the city and cars on to roads, the outlook for the environment
looks grim. Delhi generates over 5,000 tonnes of refuse every day. In a way, Delhi is hailed as
the country’s pampered child. Its annual per capita income of 3.29 lakh (2017-18), which is
almost thrice the national average. According to the 2011 Census, of a total of 3.34 million
households in Delhi, 3.31 million had electricity, 2.62 million had safe drinking water, and 2.99
million had toilet facilities. Even so, the city has more than 200,000 homeless people and almost
half of its population is in slums and unauthorised colonies.

High wages with little accountability for actual service delivery make public sector agencies an
obvious target for patronage hiring. It also results in massive over-staffing. We need privatisation
of civic delivery services like cleaning of roads and drains.

Conservancy services deserve a senior-level exclusive administration. Waste management
demands professionalism and technology. The use of biotechnology should help in the
treatment and disposal of waste; information technology in city planning and service delivery
options; energy saving and cleaner technologies in urban transport; and high-tech, low-cost
materials in building and housing. Technology can be used to implement user-based charges for
access to roads, electricity and water. Economies of scale can be achieved by sharing service
areas such as billing and tariff collections, cable laying and maintenance.

China envisions three big urban clusters — along the Pearl River, the Yangtze River, and the
Beijing-Tianjin corridor — each with 50 million people or more. The National Capital Region,
aiming to relieve pressure on Delhi, needs to be similarly treated as a Common Economic Zone,
with a rationalised inter-State tax structure, uniform financial/banking services, telecom facilities
and power supply, an integrated education and health policy, rail and road transport network,
water supply and drainage system.
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It is not a case of a lack of funds, but of governance and delivery. In most cities, municipalities
are viewed as dens of corruption and inaction. Inspectors do not inspect, they only extort. A
structured, mandatory inspection system is necessary for effective delivery. Councillors and
commissioners don’t regularly move around their wards; they remain inaccessible to people.

Owing to its great importance for national reconstruction and countrywide impact, especially for
India’s large cities — Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Bengaluru — the real catalyst for reimagining
the NCR needs to be the Union government. A compact, less diffused and pruned structure will
hopefully usher in a promising paradigm of urban management that is worthy of being replicated
across the country. The primary need is for the delivery apparatus to be transformed. The city
needs to first address its basic problems before it dreams of striding towards the goal of being
really swachh and ‘smart’.

The writer is former Managing Director, Container Corporation of India

Please enter a valid email address.

If the Hopman Cup gets the axe, it will be a loss for the sport
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TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE GROWTH, CITIES MUST
BECOME MORE LIVEABLE & SAFER WITH CLEAN AIR,
ADEQUATE INFRASTRUCTURE, RELIABLE UTILITIES &
OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING & EMPLOYMENT-
HARDEEP S. PURI

Relevant for: Indian Society | Topic: Urbanization, their problems and their remedies incl. Migration & Smart
Cities

Ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs

To achieve sustainable growth, cities must become more
liveable & safer with clean air, adequate infrastructure,
reliable utilities & opportunities for learning & Employment-
Hardeep S. Puri

All 100 Smart Cities have established SPV’S, Constituted
City Level Advisory Forums & Appointed PMC’S: Hardeep
Puri

second apex conference of Ceos of smart cities mission
inaugurated--over 130 experts from several countries
participating

Posted On: 26 FEB 2019 4:32PM by PIB Delhi

Shri Hardeep S. Puri, Minister of State (I/C) for Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA) has said
that in terms of sheer numbers, the largest urban transformation of the 21st century is
happening in India. Inaugurating a two-day Apex Conference on Smart Cities here today, he
said, India’s unique pattern of urbanization is not a corollary, but a driving force of this growth
story. “With 70% of India’s built environment for 2030 yet to take shape, its impending urban
transformation also represents significant opportunities for domestic and international
investments”, he added.

Shri Anil Baijal, Lieutenant Governor of Delhi, Secretary MoHUA, Shri Durga Shanker Mishra,
Shri Naresh Kumar Chairman, NDMC, Shri Kunal Kumar. Mission Director (Smart Cities) &
senior officials of MoHUA were present on the occasion. The conference organised by MoHUA,
has participation of over 130 participants from smart cities, industries, funding organizations and
multilateral agencies, domain experts and various stakeholders. An exhibition on various Smart
City projects has also been organised.

 

Shri Puri said, to achieve sustainable growth, the cities will have to become more liveable and
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safer with clean air; adequate infrastructure; reliable utilities; and opportunities for learning and
employment. He said, the solution lies in inclusive urbanization processes that prioritize quality
of life for all, focusing especially on the needs of vulnerable urban groups for employment,
housing, sanitation, healthcare and education. “Most importantly, planning must incorporate
long-term resource sensitivity and community involvement at every step, while benchmarking
smart and measurable outcomes for all stakeholders”, he emphasised.

Shri Puri informed that currently all 100 Smart Cities have established their SPVs, constituted
their City Level Advisory Forum (CLAF) and all cities have appointed PMCs, indicating that all
these Smart Cities are in Mission mode. He further informed that Integrated Command and
Control Centres becoming operational in 15 cities has resulted in enhanced efficiency in
governance, management of traffic, law enforcement, improved citizen grievance redressal and
reduced criminal incidents on city streets and public spaces. “ICCCs have also reduced traffic
violations, improved efficiency in solid/liquid waste management, water and wastewater
management as well as air quality management”, he said. The Minister also laid emphasis that
the time has come when the need for the City governments to take ‘digital leadership’ has
become more pronounced. “Making cities ‘Data Smart’ is key in realizing the full potential of
technology interventions and innovation ecosystems in cities:, he said.

Shri Durga Shanker Mishra in his inaugural address said that citizens are at the core of Smart
City Mission and added that it has the largest level of citizen engagement. He outlined other
parameters for Smart Cities saying they must have efficient use of resources; cooperative and
competitive federalism; integration, innovation and sustainability; technology and inclusiveness.
Shri Mishra emphasized on three core ideas of Smart Cities, i.e., liveability, economic ability and
sustainability. and pointed out that various other Government Missions of MoHUA are also part
of the process of improving Indian towns and cities. “The Smart Cities Mission is an innovative
initiative by the Government to drive economic growth and improve the quality of life of people
by enabling local development and harnessing technology as a means to create smart outcomes
for citizens” he said. “The objective is to promote cities that provide core infrastructure and give
a decent quality of life to its citizens, a clean and sustainable environment and application of
‘Smart’ Solutions”, he added.

Elaborating further, Shri Mishra said that cities in India have become a centre of focus for
business and are a means to enhance livelihoods. “India must rejuvenate its cities promptly to
address the increasing aspirations of urban dwellers and attract the investment that will further
drive growth and development. Cities in India face a range of challenges to meet demand and
supply gaps in urban regions, in such areas as water, waste management, energy, mobility, the
built environment, education, healthcare and safety. The plans announced by the Government
for 100 smart cities and 500 Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT)
cities are being implemented in a structured approach towards urban management. These
programmes have opened up avenues for local industry and global players to participate in the
development of cities across such sectors as utilities, housing, mobility, telecommunications,
information technology, healthcare, education and recreational facilities. The Government has
shown commitment by allocating funds to these programmes” he informed.

The Smart Cities Mission aimed at promoting cities that provide core infrastructure and give a
decent quality of life to its citizens, a clean and sustainable environment and application of
‘Smart’ Solutions. The Mission is a bold, new initiative meant to set examples that can be
replicated both within and outside the Smart City, catalysing the creation of similar Smart Cities
in various regions and parts of the country.

The Conference will hold discussion on subjects like : Ease of Living—How Smart Cities Mission
is making an impact on ease of living for citizens; Connected Communities—How Smart Cities
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Mission is creating Connected Communities; Urban Resilience and Sustainability—How Smart
Cities Mission is making Indian cities resilient and sustainable; Smart Governance—How Smart
Cities Mission is creating a Smart Governance ecosystem in Indian cities etc.Over 130 experts
from several countries will participate in the conference. The Conference is expected to chart out
a roadmap for implementing Smart Cities mission.

On the occasion, the Minister gave away the Smart Cities Digital Payments Awards (SCDPA) --
‘100 days Challenge in 100 Smart Cities’ The objective of these awards is to guide, motivate,
recognize and reward the Smart Cities for promoting digital payments and carrying out
innovative payment initiatives in their respective cities. Awards were also distributed for City
Investments To Innovate, Integrate and Sustain (CITIIS) Challenge. Platforms and microsites on
“Ease of Living Index and Municipal Performance Index 2019”, “Climate Smart Cities”, “National
Urban Learning Platform”, “India Urban Data Exchange” and “Cities GDP Measure” were also
launched on the occasion.

***
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